For the sharp
things in the life
Safeline Cut-Resistant
Gloves

Safeline Speedsafe Cut-Resistant Gloves
sharp subjects, broken glass panes and sharp
metal plates are the daily routine for the fire
departments and emergency rescue services.
In the field there is a imminence hazard to harm
oneself. You cannot help other people, if you has
been wounded to.
Speedsafe-gloves are cut-resistant gloves with
the highest cut level. The cutting-gloves are
manufactured with hard -wearing special yarns
combined with a new knitting technology. So we
are able to reach the level “Cut 5”. This is the
highest level you can achieve.
Speedsafe give you protection against any
cutting injuries. We guarantee also a high class
wearing-comfort and also a good sensitive
faculty.
Speedsafe cut resistant- gloves are also a
product for technical and medical assistance after
accidents. You can feel the body vital functions
without any limitations.
Speedsafe cut-resistant- gloves are breathable,
washable and have a extreme high sleight of
hand.
Following kind of cutting gloves we can provide:
Speedsafe with short and long cuff (35 cm), with
and without special coatings.

EN 388 Cat. 2
Speedsafe L5:
coating: latex
colour: black
Size: S-XXXL / 6-11 German glove sizes 4542

EN 388 Cat. 2
Speedsafe N5:
coating: nitril
colour: black
Size: S-XXXL / 6-11 German glove sizes 4542

EN 388 Cat. 2
Speedsafe U5:
coating: no coated
colour: grey
Size: S-XXXL / 6-11 German glove sizes 4540

safety grip, high durability, skid proof, resistance
against leach, acid and saturated fat.

hard-wearing, sensitive feeling, resistance
against leach, acid and saturated fat.

This model is no coated, so you can wear this
glove under a normal working and also under
a one-way latex or nitril glove.

You can cover a one- way latex- or nitril
glove on our Speedsafe gloves. So you
have a 100 %
protection against infections and bacterial
diseases. Because the combination
between the two kind of gloves, cutting and
wetness protection, will give you the safety
at work.

You can cover a one- way latex- or nitril
glove on our Speedsafe gloves. So you
have a 100 %
protection against infections and bacterial
diseases. Because the combination
between the two kind of gloves, cutting and
wetness protection, will give you the safety
at work.

You can cover a one- way latex- or nitril
glove on our Speedsafe gloves. So you
have a 100 %
protection against infections and bacterial
diseases. Because the combination
between the two kind of gloves, cutting and
wetness protection, will give you the safety
at work.

EN 388 Cat. 2
Speedsafe P5:
coating: polyurethane
colour: grey
Size: S-XXXL / 6-11 German glove sizes 4542

Speedsafe L5:
coating: nitril
colour: black
Size: M-XXL / 7-10 German glove sizes

no silicon, limited chemical stable against leach,
acid and saturated fat.

safety grip, high durability, skid proof, resistance
against leach, acid and saturated fat.

You can cover a one- way latex- or nitril
glove on our Speedsafe gloves. So you
have a 100 %
protection against infections and bacterial
diseases. Because the combination
between the two kind of gloves, cutting and
wetness protection, will give you the safety
at work.

You can cover a one- way latex- or nitril
glove on our Speedsafe gloves. So you
have a 100 %
protection against infections and bacterial
diseases. Because the combination
between the two kind of gloves, cutting and
wetness protection, will give you the safety
at work.

EN 388 Cat. 2

4542

Ordering- Fax:

0231 - 7280244
Simply fax to above number
or send it in the window envelope.

Reply:
Fa. Safeline
Brechtenerstr. 129
D 44536 Lünen- Brambauer

S/6

Signification

M/7

L/8

XL/9

Speedsafe P5

XXL/10 XXXL/11

Unit price
6,75 €

Polyurethane coating grey

Speedsafe N5

6,75 €

Nitril coating black

Speedsafe L5

6,75 €

Latex coating black

Speedsafe U5

5,95 €

Without coating grey

Speedsafe Long5

13,00 €

Nitril coating black

Apply our terms and conditions to be viewed on our Internet presence
Payment within 10 days minus 2 % 30 days net.

Thank you for your order!

All prices shown are net.
Shipper / Purchaser:

Brechtener Str. 129 - 44536 Lünen–Brambauer
Phone.: 0231/7 28 02 43 - Fax: 0231/ 7 28 02 44

Address or company stamp

signature

E-mail: info@safeline-warnschutz.de
www.safeline-warnschutz.de
www.einsatzbeleuchtung.de

